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General Comment
While I am not necessarily opposed to nuclear power in general, I do believe that there is still work
to be done to determine whether to proceed with this expansion. For example, the existing cooling
canals have not been able to maintain the proper temperature, and climate change will continue to
make this more difficult. The Biscayne Bay may already adversely affected enough by Turkey
Point. And, the idea that these giant electrical poles will create even more inconvenience to drivers,
pedestrians, runners, walkers and cyclists along US 1 is unacceptable. If they want to expand, fine,
but don't do it at the expense of one set of neighborhoods -- the path where they intend to put the
poles is scheduled to be Miami's first well organized pedestrian/cycling causeway linked to public
transit so that commuters can bike safely to the train. But the design is barely functional with these
towers in the way. Traffic in Miami has become the county's #1 issue affecting quality of life. We
should not allow electrical poles to interfere with the county's plans to make Miami more bike and
public transportation friendly. They must be buried.
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